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Petrit Ibrani

Këtë vit, kur të mbushen plot 22 vite që nga fillimi i veprimtarisë sonë dhe dy vite si C&E, mund të jemi 
krenarë për të arriturat tona. Duke prodhuar gati çdo lloj të roletave të brendshme dhe të zip screen për 
përdorim të jashtëm, ne jemi vazhdimisht duke ecur përpara drejt një të ardhme premtuese për 
kompaninë tonë, duke bërë kështu përpjekje për rritje të mëtejme. 

Duke qenë partner ekskluziv i Coulisse për produkte të punuara sipas masës, ka rezultuar në realizimin e 
disa projekteve, ndër to edhe disa të mëdha siç janë dy projekte për zingjirin e hoteleve Van der Valk dhe 
për zyrat qendrore të Coulisse. Për këto projekte ne kemi përdorë motorët më të rinj 'të pazhurmshëm' në 
Roletat Veneciane të drurit 50 dhe 65 mm dhe Roman Shade, si dhe sisteme të reja absolute duke 
përfshirë edhe materiale të reja. Duke qenë pjesë e projekteve të këtilla na ka treguar se ne gjithashtu 
mund të jemi konkurentë në tregun botëror. Në të gjitha prodhimet tona për dekorime të brendshme ne 
përdorim ekskluzivisht komponentat dhe materialet e Coulisse. 

Me krijimin e zonës së lirë ekonomike në vendin ku bëhet prodhimi, përveç kualitetit ne bëhemi atraktivë 
për tregun botëror edhe për nga çmimet. 

Synimi dhe përkushtimi ynë ka qenë çdoherë që me risi të reja të konribuojmë për një zgjedhje më të 
madhe në lëminë e dekorimeve të brendshme të dritareve – roleta, dhe këtë po e arrijmë. Dekorimi i 
dritareve nuk është më “vetëm produkt”, ai po bëhet pjesë shumë e rëndësishme e enterierit modern të 
çdo shtëpie apo zyre. Materialet e reja si honeycell dhe screens që po i përdorim në prodhimet tona 
gjithashtu po kontribuojnë edhe në kursimin e energjisë dhe kjo i bën ato edhe më atraktive.

Looking back at our 22 years of existence, we are proud of our achievements. By producing almost every 
kind of blinds for inner use and the production of zip screen for outside use, we are constantly moving 
toward a promising future for our company, while aiming for continuous increasing growth.

Being an exclusive partner of Coulisse for Made-To-Measure blinds has resulted in numerous projects, 
some including large ones such as the Van-der-Valk chain hotels and Coulisse Headquarters. For these 
projects, we used the newest silent motors in 50 and 65 mm Venetian Wood blinds and Roman Shades, 
and also new absolute systems including new fabrics.  Being a part of such projects has shown us that we 
are also competitive in the world market. For all our products of inner decoration we use exclusively 
Coulisse components and fabrics. 

Beside being competitive in the world market for quality, by producing in a tax-free zone we also become 
attractive price-wise. 

Our priority has always been to provide new varieties of choices for window decoration to our customers, 
and we have succeeded. Window decoration is not “just a product”  anymore,  it is becoming an essential 
part of a modern interior in every house and office. The new fabrics used in our products, like honeycell 
and screens, also contribute to energy saving, therefore making them even more attractive.
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OUR  FACTORY

2 2Our factory opened in November 2012 with an area of 800m , including the Show Room of 100m . This modern 
factory equipped with machinery of the latest generation for the interior window decoration and zip screen 
production, enables us to be in step with our competitors in the global market.
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SHOW ROOMS

The Coulisse Show rooms, in Albi Mall – Veternike and in our factory in Mitrovica, are stylish rooms in which we 
present our collection of blinds, as well as our wide range of motors for blinds.
Furthermore you can take a look at our blind collection, sample presentation here.
The show room allows us to demonstrate our entire product range to our customers in an inspiring atmosphere.
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SAMPLE PRESENTATION

During these two years, C&E has created its own and unique collection of materials which are used in interior 
decoration. These catalogues account for all the fabrics and components we use in our production line.
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We want our systems to be childproof. Our range already includes systems that are 
child safe by nature, such as our motorized systems and systems with stick control. The 
parts can be design on almost every type of system and require no additional tools, 
expertise or experience. All components are designed according to the specifications 
indicated in the European legislation that is expected to become effective this year.

CHILD SAFETY

EDGE FINISHING

enjoy peace of mind

Especially for the finishing edges of nature fabrics.
With a new and unique machine the edges of the fabrics are sealed 
which prevents them from fraying.
The finishing is recommended for all Nature fabrics.

for nature fabrics
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ACCESSORIES

 Must-Have accessories for panel blinds ….
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The finishing touch is all about details….
Our versatile collection of cord and chain weights 
offers endless possibilities in this respect.



VENETIAN
BLINDS

ALUMINIUM
16, 25 and 50 mm
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ALUMINIUM
16 mm and 25 mm

Our collections of 16 & 25 mm slats offer endless 
possibilities in a wide range of materials and 
matching systems.
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XL ALUMINIUM
50 mm

The amazing varieties in this collection create an 
industrial look for the interior. The metallic colors 
were inspired by the automobile industry. 
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XL LEATHER
50 mm

Create a high-end power look with Venetian blinds 
in leather. They will bring a stunning and exclusive 
look to modern interiors.
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WOOD
BLINDS

Venetian
25, 50, 65 mm

and Vertical 89 mm
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We present you the extensive range of materials for 
venetian wooden blinds.
With venetian blinds, a timeless decorative element is 
added to the interior.
In addition, they have excellent light and view 
controlling qualities. Our collection offers a full range of 
possibilities to create an individual look for a modern as 
well as a classical interior design style.

System possibilities
Classic System
Cord System
Monokomand
Motorization

VENETIAN WOODEN BLINDS
IN A WIDE VARIETY OF MATERIALS

New iconic head rail 21
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 With matching accessories , a Venetian Blind is finished to every detail.
Apart from design cords and laddercords in various color tones, our collection includes 
chain and cord weights for individual touch of your blinds.

 ...style your blind, to every detail
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VERTICAL
BLINDS

WOOD
89 mm
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ROMAN
SHADES
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With Roman Blinds a sophisticated elegance is 
created in the interior.
Their rich classical touch gives a warm atmosphere.

The new absolute roman blind system, 
offering options for:

ated

Topdown / bottom-up.

SOPHISTICATED ELEGANCE…
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STRINGS BLINDS - 89mm

String curtains are a special product that give a new 
dimension to the vertical blind. They make it easy to 
play with the light in a unique way, creating 
atmosphere and style. Noteworthy is the large 
variety of colors in this collection, a must have for a 
trendy interior style.
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STRINGS BLINDS - 250mm
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VERTICAL
BLINDS

89 mm, 127 mm
and 250 mm
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With the many decorative possibilities, our collection 
of materials and fabrics for 89,127 and 250 mm 
vertical blinds includes transparent and black-out 
fabrics in a wide range of qualities and colors.

A RENEWED FASHION
LOOK FOR VERTICAL BLINDS

With the new vertical fabrics collection,
Jacquard and Nature fabrics
are created as a perfect balance between
functionality and style.
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XL VERTICAL
FOR A GRAND LOOK

XL vertical blinds create a timeless, but unique 
atmosphere. The grand look adds an impressive touch 
and richness to any room and the system is strong and 
durable. Especially in front of larger windows they have 
a stylish appeal.
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DOUBLE
ROLLER
BLINDS

Zebra
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We present our newest and complete collection for 
double roller – zebra from basic collection Zachintos, 
till collection Hydra, a luxurious collection with a 
combination of soft metallic shine and exclusive colors.
We also offer you the XL collection, Galapagos and 
Skiathos, the stripes of this fabric are wider than 
commonly used double roller fabrics.
The oversized stripes create a grand effect and a 
comfortable view.

DOUBLE ROLLER BLINDS FOR
PRIVACY AND THE DESIRED LIGHT

Four system
solution for Double roller blinds

acket system 28 mm
acket system 42 mm

, designer look system

types offer the perfect hardware 
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Absolute Control offers solutions for all types of window decoration and for the residential as 
well as contract market. The motors are designed for aesthetic integration with the systems and 
are easy to install. They are easy to program and operate from a distance with the Coulisse 
remote control that operates through radio frequency. With our special interface, the operation of 
the blinds can also be integrated in home automation systems.

SILENT AUTOMATION
absolute control
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ROLLER
BLINDS
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Absolute Roller Blinds, is a complete concept for 
Roller Blinds, with 8 tube sizes.
This concept offers a hardware solution for 
almost any window type and requirements.
With complete concept of components the range 
furthermore offers endless possibilities for 
creating a perfect system.

From neutral basics to exclusive eye catchers, and from 
modern to classic items, our wide collection of roller blind 
fabrics offers possibilities to suit every taste, style and 
space. Apart from plain fabrics, transparent, black out, and 
flame retardant qualities and colors, the collection includes 
rich Jacquard fabrics. Thanks to their woven texture, these 
timeless nature fabrics give a high-quality beautifully 
filtered light. Their pure and warm look blends perfectly 
into contemporary architecture, yet is an enrichment to 
classic interior as well.

ABSOLUTE ROLLER BLINDS…
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The finishing touch is all about the details….
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SCREEN
BLINDS
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In our screen collection, functionality 
and design blend into one.
Apart from a range of basic screens, the 
collection includes luxurious metallic 
screens  and jacquard.

All screens are made of high-quality 
polyester yarns. Due to their light and 
heat regulating properties, screens are 
becoming increasingly popular in the 
residential as well as the contract market.
Screens also contribute to energy saving 
and comfortable indoor climate.

EXCEPTIONAL SCREEN FABRICS
FOR ARCHITECTURAL ALLURE
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PANEL
BLINDS
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With their clean composure Panel Blinds are 
perfect for a modern and contemporary look.
A more classical look is created with timeless 
nature fabrics. Besides standing out due to 
their attractive appearance, their technical 
details and operations make them exceptional.

FUNCTIONAL, CONTEMPORARY
AND FLEXIBLE …

Apart from an extensive range of panel blind 
fabrics, we offer you two system types, 
including a nice-looking designer version.
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Laser cut fabrics Nature fabrics
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PLEATED
BLINDS

20 mm
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The unique design of this 20 mm 
pleated blind system, includes several 
patented technical features allowing for 
easy assembly and user friendliness. 
Furthermore, child safety is integrated 
into the system.

The range of 20 mm pleated blind offers 
four configuration options

ated
ated top-down / bottom-up

Tensioned system

ABSOLUTE PLEATED BLINDS
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XL PLEATED
BLINDS

50 mm
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XL pleated blinds create a grand look in the interior.
Due to their extra wide 50 mm pleats, they are perfect 
for larger windows. Our extensive collection of 50 mm 
pleated blinds fabrics accommodates every 
requirements in terms of functionality and style.

XL PLEATED BLINDS, FOR A 
GRAND LOOK IN THE INTERIOR

XL Pleated Blinds 50 mm systems are 
available with
 

Top - down/bottom up version.
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HONEY
CELL

BLINDS
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DISCOVER HONEYCELL…

An extensive collection of cellular fabrics
created by Coulisse and Lienech

Due to their cellular structure, Honeycell fabrics have 
excellent isolating properties.
The air inside the tunnels prevents heat from entering 
the interior when it is warm outside, while preventing 
the cold air when it is cold outside. 
Honeycell shades are perfect for helping to create a 
comfortable indoor climate in homes and offices, while 
contributing to energy-saving throughout the years.

The range of honeycell blinds offers four 
configuration options:

ated
ated top-down / bottom-up

Tensioned system
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ROLL UP
BLINDS
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Naturally Looking - not only the design but also the materials. 
Roll up – the window decoration with the high-end use and a 
stylish look. The exceptional collection of natural fabrics, 
mainly jute and paper, create a beautiful light play.
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SKYLIGHT
BLINDS

Perfect solution for any type of skylight windows made of wood or PVC

Reliable, self-locking mechanism allows to lock the roller blind at 
any height,

Ultrasound joint of guiding holdfast and fabric protects it against 
falling out of side channels,

Possibility of operating the roller blind at large heights with the use 
of a stick,
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... FOR OUTSIDE USE
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ZIP
SCREEN
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DISCOVER ZIP SCREEN…
WHERE FUNCTIONALITY MEETS DESIGN

ation and comfort
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Effective protection against insects and drops from 
trees, bushes and flowers,

Adjustable to all types of windows and balcony doors,

Simple and reliable systems.

MOSQUITO
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TO BE EXPECTED ...

PLEATED MOUSQITO



www. cewindowdecor ation. com
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